Manifesting with Crystals
5 Powerful Stones to Create Abundance

You know me, I LOVE crystals! And I love my manifesting too, so what better
way to combine two of my passions to create a powerful wave of positivity and
abundance?
There are always favourites amongst the many stones you could be using. Some
are stronger than others at drawing in manifesting energies, whilst some are
more aligned to specific goals.
Ultimately, you need to know that the energy comes from within you; the stone
simply channels the feelings. Think of crystals as a boost of energy focused on a
particular feeling or situation that you want to have happen in your life.
The stone magnifies and radiates out into the Universe the energy it is aligned
with, meaning that you reap the benefits.
So which stones are amongst my manifesting toolbox and why?
Citrine
Citrine is a powerful stone well known for its alignment to money and personal
power. Citrine helps with grounding; most useful when you need all your
manifesting powers to draw to you abundance.
It’s not hard to believe that the pretty yellow colour of the stone reflects the
energy of the sun, especially when you hold it in your hand and feel the warmth
flood into your palm.

Drawing in the energy of money, Citrine can only enhance your efforts to attract
wealth and abundance.
Green Aventurine
Another stone with rich colourings of sea-green. This crystal is often known as
the opportunity stone, helping channel prosperity and wealth – a great stone to
have in your abundance toolbox!
This crystal is great to wear as a piece of jewelry, as it is also thought of as a
lucky gem.
Rose Quartz
The love stone! A light pink, semi translucent quartz, this crystal definitely
manifests feelings associated with the heart. Rose quartz helps to soften the
heart and lead us to compassion – both for ourselves and for others.
In softening the heart it helps to break down barriers we may have built around
ourselves, allowing a greater vibrational energy in and out.
Obsidian
Now this stone is not necessarily the obvious pick as it is jet black and shiny, but
if worn, acts as a talisman. Its depths are pool-like and can reveal the shadow
side of ourselves.
It demands growth and change by revealing our negativity in its shiny glory, yet
protects from pollution and physic attacks.
Carnelian
For creativity and motivation you can’t go far wrong with Carnelian. This lovely
deep rusty-orange coloured stone stimulates ambition and helps eliminate fear
and doubt. What better crystal to have in your corner when those inevitable
doubts rock up?
Carnelian makes for lovely jewelry and also as a stone to have in your pocket.
Keeping it close to you will inspire courage to go after the things you desire.
I hope you’ve enjoyed taking a peek inside my manifesting toolbox. It’s not just a
collection of pretty stones, but another way of amplifying your meditations and
manifesting rituals.
Wearing these stones as jewelry means you’ve always got backup whenever the
unexpected hits.
Why not check out my etsy store and pick your favourite manifesting jewelry?
Click now on the link (insert link) to browse and shop.

